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FROM THE DESK OF CHIEF EDITOR 

 

 

We have completed 75 years of Indian Independence. It was the 

diamond jubilee of India‟s Independence. The Indian Parliament, 

Executive and Judiciary have functioned under the Indian 

Constitution since 1950. This 72 years constitutional journey has 

been meaningful and hugely contributory. The Indian Judiciary 

(the Top Court) has played an active role. As the savior of the 

Indian Constitution. The Constitution binds each organ. Every 

constitutional authority takes oath in the name of the Constitution.  

It is normally attributed to the Indian judiciary that it has played a 

pivotal role. In giving voice to the silences of the Indian 

Constitution. May it be the Basic Structure or the Constitutional 

Morality. Both expressions have been used in Kesavananda 

Bharati judgment. They have been expounded so well through the 

medium of different cases by the apex court. Similarly, there are 

many areas which have not been subjected to legislation. 

Therefore, the summit court has filled up the gaps meaningfully 

through Judicial Directives. Article 141 ordains: The law declared 

by the Supreme Court shall be binding on all courts within the 

territory of India. Therefore, Judicial Activism has played a key role 

in our constitutional journey.  
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One wonders, why Parliamentary Activism is missing? I do not mean the 

Constitutional amendments. If Parliamentary Activism gains momentum, the same 

would help in balancing Judicial Activism. There are two aspects. It is a matter of 

record that through judicial interpretative process, many legislations have been 

subjected to constitutional corrective surgeries. They have been found to be not in 

accordance with the Constitution. In fact, in some cases, the Parliament has taken a 

different view. Accordingly, the amended legislation again comes to challenge for 

constitutional validity. Sometimes, it is again held to be unconstitutional. This process 

goes on though it is absolutely avoidable. It needs to be understood that the 

Constitution is equally binding on the Parliament. The second aspect is no less 

important. It is the endeavor of the Parliament to give more powers to the 

Government. Good governance certainly does not mean more powers. Good 

governance means, governance in accordance with the Constitution. Therefore, every 

legislation must meet the contours of the Constitution. The Constitution is to control 

the uncontrollable power. Resultantly, the Parliament needs to play an active role. To 

counter Judicial Activism, Parliamentary Activism is most essential. Any activism, 

whether Judicial or Parliamentary has to be within the constitutional boundaries. 

Constitution is the Laxman Rekha. No one should cross this. This process will help in 

ushering good governance.  

The Parliament has some of the best legal and constitutional minds. The belonging to 

the different political parties does not mean that they cannot work in unison. It is the 

realization that the Constitution is binding across political parties. The Constitution 

does not belong to the majority party alone. The Constitution belongs to the people of 

India. It is the Constitution which contains the will of the people. Therefore, the 

Parliament is to translate the Constitution through different legislations. The 

Parliament while legislating must test every legislation on the touchstone of the 

Constitution. If this is achieved, it would usher a new era of Rule of Law. It would 

reduce if not eliminate the conflict of interests between the Parliament and the 

Executive on the one hand and the Judiciary on the other. Each organ will be more 

productive in its own area. It would be desirable that the different legislative bills are 

referred to different committees of the Parliament. The members of these committees 

belong to different political parties. The focus should be that the legislation ought to be 

constitutionally valid. If this objective is achieved, it would truly be good for the people 
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of India. The different organs of human body work together towards healthy human 

body. Similarly, the different organs of the state must work together towards 

constitutional governance of the country.  

There are hidden constitutional values. The bare reading of the provision may not 

speak of the hidden constitutional value. Art.14 speaks of equality before law and the 

equal protection of laws. Equals to be treated equally. Reasonable classification is of 

course permissible. Judicial Review has helped in firmly laying down that any action 

which is arbitrary is also discriminatory. This, in fact, is the hidden value of the 

Constitution. Art. 21 is a piece of beauty and joy forever. Many rights flow from it. 

Right to live with dignity. Right to die with dignity. Even the right to a living will has 

been recognized. The coparcenary of Fundamental Rights, Directive Principles and 

Fundamental Duties is the best constitutional recipe. Fundamental Duties need to 

read as limitations on Fundamental Rights. Jurisprudentially, the two cannot be 

divorced from each other.  

During my reasonably long journey, I have often wondered, why judicial review has 

played such a significant role in a parliamentary democracy. I ask myself, why judicial 

activism! Why not parliamentary activism! Why the Institution of Lokpal or 

Ombudsman took so long! Its gestation period was almost close to 60 years.  

Ultimately, judicial push had to be given to it. I had wished it to be a constitutional 

body. Only a dream! By parliamentary activism, I mean, strengthening rule of law 

through legislative process. Enact laws to curb arbitrariness. To eliminate abuse of 

power. To strengthen constitutional values. Its morality. We all are under the 

Constitution. The constitutional bodies must function as independent bodies. To serve 

the constitutional object and purpose. Let the Parliament, the Executive and the 

Judiciary play active and positive role to strengthen the constitution. To 

translate the constitution-into-action. This would help in balancing judicial activism. 

The three organs are bound by the constitution. The people are also to follow the 

constitution. Therefore, let us pledge ourselves to follow the constitution. 

Independent India belongs to the Constitution.  

 

                                                                                                              Balram K. Gupta 
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LATEST CASES: CIVIL 
"Interpretation of law has two essential purposes: one is to clarify to the people governed by 
it, the meaning of the letter of the law; the other is to shed light and give shape to the intent of 
the lawmaker. And, in this process the courts’ responsibility lies in discerning the social 
purpose which the specific provision subserves. Thus, the cold letter of the law is not an 
abstract exercise in semantics which practitioners are wont to indulge in. So viewed the law 
has birthed various ideas such as implied conditions, unspelt but entirely logical and 
reasonable obligations, implied limitations, etc. The process of continuing evolution, 
refinement and assimilation of these concepts into binding norms (within the body of law as is 
understood and enforced) injects vitality and dynamism to statutory provisions. Without this 
dynamism and contextualisation, laws become irrelevant and stale." 

- Ravindra Bhat, J. in Apex Laboratories (P) Ltd. v. CIT, (2022) 7 SCC 98, para 40 
 

Sau Rajani vs Sau Smita:2022 SCC 

OnLine SC 1016 - Section 9 Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908 ; Bar of Jurisdiction of 

Civil Courts- HELD-referring to Dhulabhai 

v. State of Madhya Pradesh AIR 1969 SC 78 

and Ramesh Gobindram v. Sugra Humayun 

Mirza (2010) 8 SCC 726, the Hon‟ble Apex 

court observed that even in cases where the 

jurisdiction of the civil court is barred by a 

statute, the test is to determine if the 

authority or tribunal constituted under the 

statute has the power to grant reliefs that the 

civil courts would normally grant in suits filed 

before them.  

Maharashtra Housing and Area 

Development Act, 1976 -HELD: ”The reliefs 

sought in the plaint are: (i) the removal of the 

unauthorized construction; (ii) a permanent 

prohibitory injunction restraining the 

defendants from constructing over the open 

site and causing 'nuisance'; and (iii) 

restoration of the water connection as it was 

prior to the construction. The appellant 

instituted the suit for injunction because her 

easements were infringed by the illegal 

construction which the first respondent had 

erected on the open space. The reliefs 

claimed by the appellant are beyond the 

scope of the Act. A suit of this nature will be 

maintainable before the civil court and would 

not be barred by Section 71 or Section 177 

of the Act.” 

 

Satyender vs Saroj:2022 SCC OnLine SC 

1026 - Order VIII Rule 6A Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908 –Counter Claim to be set 

up only against the claim of the plaintiffs. 

In the present case in addition to their 

written statement, a counter claim was also 

set up by defendant No. 2 claiming his 

possession on 2 plot numbers in addition to 

the claim on the plots as mentioned by the 

plaintiffs. The suit was ultimately dismissed 

by the Trial Court. However, the counter 

claim set up by the defendant No. 2 was 

decreed. The first appeal filed by the 

plaintiffs was also dismissed by the 

Appellate Court. Regarding the counter 

claim, it was held that as a natural 

consequence of dismissal of the suit, the 

counter claim of the defendants was rightly 

decreed. The matter was taken in second 

appeal by the plaintiffs. The second appeal 

of the plaintiffs was partly allowed. 

In an appeal against judgment of the Hon‟ble 

High Court of Punjab & Haryana given in a 

Second Appeal which was partly allowed by 

the High Court, the Hon‟ble Apex Court 

dismissed the appeal and held: “The 

Legislature permits the institution of a 

counter claim, in order to avoid multiplicity of 

litigation. But then it has certain limitations 

such as that the counter claim cannot 

exceed the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction 

of the court, and that such counter claim 

must be instituted before the defendant has 

delivered his defence or before the time limit 

for delivering his defence has expired. More 

importantly, such a counter claim must be 

against the plaintiff. Evidently, in the present 

case the counter claim was not against the 

plaintiffs. Moreover, as the plaintiffs had not 

https://www.legitquest.com/case/sau-rajani-v-sau-smita--anr/22B720
https://www.legitquest.com/case/sau-rajani-v-sau-smita--anr/22B720
https://www.legitquest.com/case/satyender-and-ors-v-saroj-and-ors/22B68C
https://www.legitquest.com/case/satyender-and-ors-v-saroj-and-ors/22B68C
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claimed any right over the property and the 

Killa Nos. 6//8 and 23 are not even a part of 

the suit property described in the plaint by 

the plaintiffs. Despite the same, such a claim 

has been allowed against the plaintiffs. In 

fact, we do not find on record any reply 

submitted by the plaintiffs against the 

counter claim. To be fair, such a counter 

claim should have been excluded in terms of 

Order VIII, Rule 6C of the CPC. Suffice it to 

state here that the counter claim set up by 

the defendants has been rightly rejected by 

the High Court.” 

Section 41 Punjab Courts Act, 1918; 

Section 100 Code of Civil Procedure, 

1908 -Formulation of substantial question 

of law in Second Appeal in Haryana  is 

not required- HELD: - “…though the 

requirement of formulation of a substantial 

question of law was not necessary, yet 

Section 41 of the Punjab Courts Act, 

requires that only such decisions are to be 

considered in second appeal which are 

contrary to law or to some custom or usage 

having the force of law or the court below 

have failed to determine some material issue 

of law or custom or usage having the force 

of law. Therefore, what is important is still a 

“question of law”. In other words, second 

appeal is not a forum where court has to re-

examine or re-appreciate questions of fact 

settled by the Trial Court and the Appellate 

Court” 

 

Patil Automation Private Limited vs 

Rakheja Engineers Private Limited:2022 

SCC OnLine SC 1028- Q1 Whether the 

statutory prelitigation mediation 

contemplated under Section 12A of the 

Commercial Courts Act, 2015 (hereinafter 

referred to as „Act‟) as amended by the 

Amendment Act of 2018 is mandatory? 

YES- HELD: Section 12A of the Act is 

mandatory and that any suit instituted 

violating the mandate of Section 12A must 

be visited with rejection of the plaint under 

Order VII Rule 11. 

Q2Whether the Plaint can be rejected by 

the court Suo Motu ? YES 

Held: “Order VII Rule 11 does not provide 

that the court is to discharge its duty of 

rejecting the plaint only on an application. 

Order VII Rule 11 is, in fact, silent about any 

such requirement.” Further held: “The Court 

has to hear the plaintiff before it invokes its 

power besides giving reasons under Order 

VII Rule 12. In a clear case, where on 

allegations in the suit, it is found that the suit 

is barred by any law, as would be the case, 

where the plaintiff in 28 (1990) 2 SCC 42 28 

a suit under the Act does not plead 

circumstances to take his case out of the 

requirement of Section 12A, the plaint 

should be rejected without issuing 

summons.” 

Tulshi Choudhary vs M/s. Steel Authority 

Of India Limited (Sail) &Ors., - 

Jurisdiction of civil court not ousted 

when the matter relates to correction of 

date of birth –HELD- In an appeal against 

the impugned judgment passed by the High 

Court which dismissed the suit inter alia 

recording that the appellant should have 

approached the labour court under Section 

33-C (2) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, 

the Hon‟ble Apex Court relying on The 

Premier Automobiles Ltd. v. 

KamelekarShantaramWadke of Bombay 

&Ors., (1976) 1 SCC 496, where the 

principles applicable to the jurisdiction of the 

civil court in relation to an industrial dispute 

were examined , held:  “…the present case 

is not covered by principles (3) and (4) as 

the issue involved relates only to the 

correction of the date of birth. Jurisdiction of 

the civil court is not ousted, as this is not a 

case relating to enforcement of a right or an 

obligation under the Industrial Disputes Act, 

1947.‟Accordingly the impugned judgment 

was set aside and the appeal was allowed. 

Mahanadi Coalfields Ltd. vs IVRCL AMR 

Joint Venture: :Sections 11(6) and 7 of 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996:  In 

an appeal against the impugned order of a 

Single Judge of the High Court of Orissa 

allowing the application under Section 11 of 

https://www.legitquest.com/case/ms-patil-automation-private-limited-and-ors-v-rakheja-engineers-private-limited/22B400
https://www.legitquest.com/case/ms-patil-automation-private-limited-and-ors-v-rakheja-engineers-private-limited/22B400
https://www.legitquest.com/case/ms-patil-automation-private-limited-and-ors-v-rakheja-engineers-private-limited/22B400
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the 1996 Act and appointing a sole 

arbitrator, the Hon‟ble Apex Court referring 

to Jagdish Chander v. Ramesh Chander, 

(2007) 5 SCC 719 held: “In the present 

case, clause 15 of the Contract Agreement 

is titled “Settlement of Disputes/Arbitration”. 

However, the substantive part of the 

provision makes it abundantly clear that 

there is no arbitration agreement between 

the parties agreeing to refer either present or 

future disputes to arbitration.” Thus, held 

that the invocation of the jurisdiction of the 

High Court under Section 11(6) of the 1996 

Act was not valid and there being no 

arbitration agreement between the 

appellants and the respondent, no reference 

to arbitration could have been made. 

Accordingly allowed the appeal and set 

aside the impugned judgment and order of 

the High Court. 

Section 7 of Arbitration and Conciliation 

Act, 1996- Principles governing what 

constitutes an arbitration agreement - 

Arbitration agreement should disclose a 

determination and obligation on behalf of 

parties to refer disputes to arbitration. Mere 

use of the word "arbitration" or "arbitrator" in 

a clause will not make it an arbitration 

agreement, if it requires or contemplates a 

further or fresh consent of the parties for 

reference to arbitration. (Jagdish Chander 

v. Ramesh Chander (2007) 5 SCC 71) 

 

Haryana State Industrial and 

Infrastructure Development Corporation 

vs Deepak Aggarwal:2022 SCC OnLine 

SC 932-Section 24(1) of Right to Fair 

Compensation and Transparency in Land 

Acquisition, Rehabilitation and 

Resettlement Act, 2013; Meaning of 

'Initiation' for the purpose of Section 24(1) of 

the 2013 Act –Considering that the 

legislature has come up with a balancing 

provision under Section 24(1)(a) and 

clauses therein, in the 2013 Act for 

controlling the extent of retrospectivity and 

for curtailing the erosion of rights of land 

holders, it was held that the point of initiation 

of land acquisition proceedings under the 

L.A. Act for the purpose of Section 24(1) of 

the 2013 Act, is issuance and publication of 

Section 4(1) notification in the official gazette 

of the appropriate Government. It was 

observed that: “Such a construction would 

embracemorenumber of affected persons 

within the fold of affected persons entitled to 

higher amount of compensation by 

application of the 2013 Act in the matter of 

determination of compensation. As a 

necessary sequel more extent of land in 

respect of which acquisition proceedings 

have been initiated, for public purposes, 

under the L.A. Act for the various ongoing 

and proposed projects, would remain 

protected from lapsing” 

Whether Section 4 notification issued 

under the L.A. Act prior to 01.01.2014 

(date of commencement of 2013 Act) 

could continue or survive after 

01.01.2014 and, as to whether Section 6 

notification under the L.A. Act could be 

issued after 01.01.2014.?HELD: The 

combined effect of Section 24(1) and clause 

(a) thereof is that if land acquisition 

proceeding under the L.A. Act was initiated 

prior to 01.01.2014, the date of coming into 

force of the 2013 Act, and if it was not 

culminated in an award under Section 11 of 

the L.A. ,the proceedings shall continue as 

per the L.A. Act. However, only for the 

determination of compensation amount, the 

provisions of the 2013 Act shall be applied.  

Articles 21 and 300-A Constitution of 

India, 1950 – Repelling the Contention that 

permitting continuance of proceedings 

initiated under the L.A. Act would violate 

Article 300-A and Article 21 of the 

Constitution, it was observed: Right to 

property had ceased to be a fundamental 

right. True that it is a human right as also 

constitutional right. Hence, compulsory 

acquisition by scrupulous adherence to the 

procedures authorised by law would not 

violate Article 300-A. 

 
 

Karuna Sharma 
   Faculty Member 

 

https://www.legitquest.com/case/haryana-state-industrial-and-infrastructure-development-corporation-ltd--ors-v-mr-deepak-aggarwal--ors/229732
https://www.legitquest.com/case/haryana-state-industrial-and-infrastructure-development-corporation-ltd--ors-v-mr-deepak-aggarwal--ors/229732
https://www.legitquest.com/case/haryana-state-industrial-and-infrastructure-development-corporation-ltd--ors-v-mr-deepak-aggarwal--ors/229732
https://www.legitquest.com/case/haryana-state-industrial-and-infrastructure-development-corporation-ltd--ors-v-mr-deepak-aggarwal--ors/229732
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LATEST CASES: CRIMINAL 

"The members of the Bar who belong to a noble profession must maintain its noble traditions 
and should treat every complaint under Section 498-A as a basic human problem and must 
make serious endeavour to help the parties in arriving at an amicable resolution of that 
human problem. They must discharge their duties to the best of their abilities to ensure that 
social fibre, peace and tranquillity of the society remains intact. The members of the Bar 
should also ensure that one complaint should not lead to multiple cases." 

-  Krishna Murari, J. in Kahkashan Kausar  v. State of Bihar, (2022) 6 SCC 599, para 
14 

Makhan Singh Vs. State of 
Haryana:2022 SCC OnLine SC 1019-
Dying Declaration?-HELD-Hearing a 
Criminal Appeal against the judgment, 
though reducing the sentence awarded, 
concurring with the judgment and order 
of conviction recorded by the trial court 
for the offence punishable under Section 
304B of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, 
relying upon Lakhan v. State of M.P., 
(2010) 8 SCC 514,the Hon‟ble Supreme 
Court has held that the Court is required 
to examine as to whether the dying 
declaration is true and reliable; as to 
whether it has been recorded by a 
person at a time when the deceased was 
fit physically and mentally to make the 
declaration; as to whether it has been 
made under any 
tutoring/duress/prompting; if it is found 
reliable and trustworthy, no corroboration 
is required; in case there are multiple 
dying declarations and there are 
inconsistencies between them, the dying 
declaration recorded by the higher officer 
like a Magistrate can be relied upon.  
 
Shambhu Kharwar Vs. State of Uttar 
Pradesh &Anr.: 2022 SCC OnLine SC 
1032-Crucial issue of the offence 
under Section 375 IPC?-HELD- 
Hearing a Criminal Appeal against the 
judgment dismissing an application 
instituted under Section 482 of the Code 
of Criminal Procedure 1973 for quashing 
Criminal Case for an offence punishable 
under Section 376 of the Indian Penal 
Code 1860, the Hon‟ble Supreme Court 
has held that the crucial issue which is to 
be considered is whether the allegations 
indicate that the accused had given a 
promise to the prosecutrix to marry which 

at the inception was false and on the 
basis of which the prosecutrix was 
induced into a sexual relationship.  
 
 
Ram Niwas Vs. State of Haryana:2022 
SCC OnLine SC 1007-Conviction on 
the basis of circumstantial evidence?-
HELD-Hearing a Criminal Appeal against 
the judgment and order dismissing the 
appeal challenging the judgment and 
order convicting the appellant for the 
offences punishable under Section 302 
and 201 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, 
the Hon‟ble Supreme Court has held that 
there has to be a chain of evidence so 
complete so as not to leave any 
reasonable ground for a conclusion 
consistent with the innocence of the 
accused and must show that in all 
human probability the act must have 
been done by the accused; that the 
circumstances should be of a conclusive 
nature and tendency;  that the 
circumstances should exclude every 
possible hypothesis except the one to be 
proved; that the accused 'must be' and 
not merely 'may be' guilty before a Court 
can convict; that the suspicion, however 
strong it may be, cannot take the place of 
proof beyond reasonable doubt.  
 
Budhiyarin Bai Vs. State of 
Chattisgarh: 2022 SCC OnLine SC 
992-Offences under the NDPS Act are 
very serious in nature and against the 
society at large?-HELD-Hearing a 
Criminal Appeal against the judgment 
and order upholding conviction of the 
appellant for the offence under Section 
20(b)(ii)(C) of the Narcotic Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985, the 

https://www.legitquest.com/case/makhan-singh-v-the-state-of-haryana/22B258
https://www.legitquest.com/case/makhan-singh-v-the-state-of-haryana/22B258
https://www.legitquest.com/case/shambhu-kharwar-v-state-of-uttar-pradesh--anr/22B6FF
https://www.legitquest.com/case/shambhu-kharwar-v-state-of-uttar-pradesh--anr/22B6FF
https://www.legitquest.com/case/shambhu-kharwar-v-state-of-uttar-pradesh--anr/22B6FF
https://www.legitquest.com/case/ram-niwas-v-state-of-haryana/22AD3E
https://www.legitquest.com/case/ram-niwas-v-state-of-haryana/22AD3E
https://www.legitquest.com/case/budhiyarin-bai-v-state-of-chattisgarh/22ACC2
https://www.legitquest.com/case/budhiyarin-bai-v-state-of-chattisgarh/22ACC2
https://www.legitquest.com/case/budhiyarin-bai-v-state-of-chattisgarh/22ACC2
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Hon‟ble Supreme Court has held that the 
offences under the NDPS Act are very 
serious in nature and against the society 
at large and no discretion is to be 
exercised in favour of such accused who 
are indulged in such offences under the 
Act. It is a menace to the society, no 
leniency should be shown to the accused 
persons who are found guilty under the 
NDPS Act. 
The Hon‟ble Supreme Court has further 
noted that Court has to take into 
consideration the factors to be kept in 
mind for imposing higher than the 
minimum sentence provided under 
Section 32B of the NDPS Act. 
 
 
Varsha Garg Vs. State of Madhya 
Pradesh &Ors.: 2022 SCC OnLine SC 
986-Whether powers under Section 
311Cr.P.C. can be exercised after the 
closure of evidence?-HELD-Hearing a 
Criminal Appeal against the judgment 
rejecting a petition challenging the 
correctness of an order rejecting an 
application under Section 311 CrPC 
seeking to summon the nodal officers of 
certain cellular entities along with the 
decoding register to trace the mobile 
location of accused, the Hon‟ble 
Supreme Court has held that the power 
of the court is not constrained by the 
closure of evidence and that the broad 
powers under Section 311 are to be 
governed by the requirement of justice. 
The power must be exercised wherever 
the court finds that any evidence is 
essential for the just decision of the case. 
The statutory provision goes to 
emphasise that the court is not a hapless 
bystander in the derailment of justice. 
Quite to the contrary, the court has a vital 
role to discharge in ensuring that the 
cause of discovering truth as an aid in 
the realization of justice is manifest.  
 
Anusha Deepak Tyagi Vs. State of 
Madhya Pradesh &Ors.: [Criminal 
Appeal No. 1184 of 2022 arising out of 
S.L.P. (Crl.) No. 1674 of 2022], Date of 
Decision 05.08.2022-Discretion 

granted in Section 156(3) Cr.P.C.?; 
Duty and responsibility of trial 
courts?-HELD-Hearing a Criminal 
Appeal against the judgment dismissing 
the application against the order of the 
JMFC not acting upon the case filed on 
behalf of the complainant under section 
156(3) Cr.P.C. and treating it as 
complaint case, the Hon‟ble Supreme 
Court has held that it is true that the use 
of the word "may" implies that the 
Magistrate has discretion in directing the 
police to investigate or proceeding with 
the case as a complaint case. But this 
discretion cannot be exercised arbitrarily 
and must be guided by judicial 
reasoning.  
The Hon‟ble Supreme Court has further 
held that in such cases, where not only 
does the Magistrate find the commission 
of a cognizable offence alleged on a 
prima facie reading of the complaint but 
also such facts are brought to the 
Magistrate's notice which clearly indicate 
the need for police investigation, the 
discretion granted in Section 156(3) can 
only be read as it being the Magistrate's 
duty to order the police to investigate.  
The Hon‟ble Supreme Court has further 
held that especially in cases alleging 
sexual harassment, sexual assault or 
any similar criminal allegation wherein 
the victim has possibly already been 
traumatized, the Courts should not 
further burden the complainant and 
should press upon the police to 
investigate. Due regard must be had to 
the fact that it is not possible for the 
complainant to retrieve important 
evidence regarding her complaint. It may 
not be possible to arrive at the truth of 
the matter in the absence of such 
evidence. The complainant would then 
be required to prove her case without 
being able to bring relevant evidence 
(which is potentially of great probative 
value) on record, which would be unjust. 
The Hon‟ble Supreme Court has further 
reiterated that it is the duty and 
responsibility of trial courts to deal with 
the aggrieved persons before them in an 
appropriate manner, by: 

https://www.legitquest.com/case/varsha-garg-v-the-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22A7A8
https://www.legitquest.com/case/varsha-garg-v-the-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22A7A8
https://www.legitquest.com/case/varsha-garg-v-the-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22A7A8
https://www.legitquest.com/case/anusha-deepak-tyagi-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22AD87
https://www.legitquest.com/case/anusha-deepak-tyagi-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22AD87
https://www.legitquest.com/case/anusha-deepak-tyagi-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22AD87
https://www.legitquest.com/case/anusha-deepak-tyagi-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22AD87
https://www.legitquest.com/case/anusha-deepak-tyagi-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh--ors/22AD87
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a. Allowing proceedings to be conducted 
in camera, where appropriate, either 
under Section 327 CrPC or when the 
case otherwise involves the aggrieved 
person (or other witness) testifying as to 
their experience of sexual harassment / 
violence; 
b. Allowing the installation of a screen to 
ensure that the aggrieved woman does 
not have to see the accused while 
testifying or in the alternative, directing 
the accused to leave the room while the 
aggrieved woman's testimony is being 
recorded; 
c. Ensuring that the counsel for the 
accused conducts the cross-examination 
of the aggrieved woman in a respectful 
fashion and without asking inappropriate 
questions, especially regarding the 
sexual history of the aggrieved woman. 
Cross-examination may also be 
conducted such that the counsel for the 
accused submits her questions to the 
court, who then poses them to the 
aggrieved woman; 
d. Completing cross-examination in one 
sitting, as far as possible. 
 
Jai Prakash Tiwari Vs. State of 
Madhya Pradesh:2022 SCC OnLine SC 
966-True spirit of Section 313 
Cr.P.C.?-HELD-Hearing a Criminal 
Appeal against the judgment dismissing 
the appellant's appeal against judgment 
confirming his conviction under Section 
307 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 and 
Sections 25 and 27 of the Arms Act, 
1959, the Hon‟ble Supreme Court has 
held that the object of Section 313 of the 
Code is to establish a direct dialogue 
between the court and the accused. The 
purpose of Section 313 CrPC is to 
provide the accused a reasonable 
opportunity to explain the adverse 
circumstances which have emerged 
against him during the course of trial. A 
reasonable opportunity entails putting all 
the adverse evidences in the form of 
questions so as to give an opportunity to 
the accused to articulate his defence and 
give his explanation. 

The Hon‟ble Supreme Court has further 
held that if all the circumstances are 
bundled together and a single 
opportunity is provided to the accused to 
explain himself, he may not able to put 
forth a rational and intelligible 
explanation. Such, exercises which 
defeats fair opportunity are nothing but 
empty formality. Nonfulfilment of the true 
spirit of Section 313 may ultimately 
cause grave prejudice to the accused 
and the Court may not have the benefit 
of all the necessary facts and 
circumstances to arrive at a fair 
conclusion. 
 
Vikramjit Kakati Vs. State of 
Assam:2022 SCC OnLine SC 967-
Legal principles applicable seeking 
discharge under Section 227 Cr.P.C.?-
HELD-Hearing a Criminal Appeal against 
the order declining to interfere with the 
order rejecting the discharge application 
filed by the appellant under Section 227 
Cr.P.C., the Hon‟ble Supreme Court has 
taken note of the legal principles 
applicable seeking discharge, referring to 
a judgment in P. Vijayan v. State of 
Kerala & Another, (2010) 2 SCC 398, 
which has been further reiterated in the 
recent judgment in M.E. 
Shivalingamurthy v. Central Bureau of 
Investigation, Bengaluru, (2020) 2 SCC 
768, and discerned the said principles. 
 
Noor Mohammed Vs. Khurram Pasha, 
2022 SCC OnLine SC 956-Section 
143A NI Act- Power to direct interim 
compensation?-HELD-Hearing a 
Criminal Appeal against the judgment 
dismissing the Criminal Revision Petition 
affirming the view taken by the courts 
below of finding the Appellant guilty 
under Section 138 of the Act, the Hon‟ble 
Supreme Court has held that the 
concerned provisions nowhere 
contemplates that an accused who had 
failed to deposit interim compensation 
under section 143A of the Act could be 
fastened with any other disability 
including denial of right to cross-examine 
the witnesses examined on behalf of the 
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complainant. Any such order foreclosing 
the right would not be within the powers 
conferred upon the court and would, as a 
matter of fact, go well beyond the 
permissible exercise of power. 
 
Dauvaram Nirmalkar Vs. State of 
Chhattisgarh: 2022 SCC OnLine SC 
955-Test for application of Exception 
1 to Section 300 of the IPC?-HELD-
Hearing a Criminal Appeal against the 
judgment convicting under Section 302 
of the Indian Penal Code, 1860,the 
Hon‟ble Supreme Court has taken note 
of the view expressed in K.M. Nanavati 
v. State of Maharashtra,1962 Supp (1) 
SCR 567,and in Budhi Singh v. State of 
Himachal Pradesh,  (2012) 13 SCC 663, 
and observed that in the test for 
application of Exception 1 to Section 300 
of the IPC, the primary obligation of the 
court is to examine the circumstances 
from the point of view of a person of 
reasonable prudence, if there was such 
grave and sudden provocation, as to 
reasonably conclude that a person 
placed in such circumstances can 
temporarily lose self-control and commit 
the offence in the proximity to the time of 
provocation.  
 
Daxaben Vs. State of Gujarat &Ors., 
2022 SCC OnLine SC 936-Exercise of 
jurisdiction under Section 482 of the 
Cr. P.C. only because there is a 
monetary settlement?-HELD-Hearing a 
Criminal Appeal against the judgment 
and order allowing the Criminal 
Revisional Applications under Section 
482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 
1973 and quashing the FIR registered 
under Section 306 of the Indian Penal 
Code, 1860, the Hon‟ble Supreme Court 
has held that the Criminal Proceeding 
cannot be nipped in the bud by exercise 
of jurisdiction under Section 482 of the 
Cr. P.C. only because there is a 
settlement, in this case a monetary 
settlement, between the accused and the 
complainant and other relatives of the 
deceased to the exclusion of the hapless 
widow of the deceased. 

Ghulam Hassan Beigh Vs. Mohammad 
Maqbool Magrey & Ors.: 2022 SCC 
OnLine SC 913-Approach of the trial 
court at times of framing Charge?-
HELD-Hearing a Criminal Appeal against 
the judgment and order rejecting the 
revision application filed by the appellant 
herein thereby affirming the order passed 
discharging the original accused persons 
from the offence of murder punishable 
under Section 302 of the Indian Penal 
Code and framing charge against the 
accused persons for the offence of 
culpable homicide punishable under 
Section 304 of the IPC, the Hon‟ble 
Supreme Court has held that once the 
trial court decides to discharge an 
accused person from the offence 
punishable under Section 302 of the IPC 
and proceeds to frame the lesser charge 
for the offence punishable under Section 
304 Part II of the IPC, the prosecution 
thereafter would not be in a position to 
lead any evidence beyond the charge as 
framed. To put it otherwise, the 
prosecution will be thereafter compelled 
to proceed as if it has now to establish 
only the case of culpable homicide and 
not murder. On the other hand, even if 
the trial court proceeds to frame charge 
under Section 302 IPC in accordance 
with the case put up by the prosecution 
still it would be open for the accused to 
persuade the Court at the end of the trial 
that the case falls only within the ambit of 
culpable homicide punishable under 
Section 304 of IPC. In such 
circumstances, in the facts of the present 
case, it would be more prudent to permit 
the prosecution to lead appropriate 
evidence whatever it is worth in 
accordance with its original case as put 
up in the chargesheet. Such approach of 
the trial court at times may prove to be 
more rationale and prudent. 
 
 

Amrinder Singh Shergill 
Additional District & Sessions Judge 

-cum-Faculty Member, CJA 
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LATEST CASES: FAMILY 

" The ultimate object of justice is to find out the truth and punish the guilty and protect the 
innocent. To find out the truth is a Herculean task in majority of these complaints. The 
tendency of implicating the husband and all his immediate relations is also not uncommon. 
At times, even after the conclusion of the criminal trial, it is difficult to ascertain the real truth. 
The courts have to be extremely careful and cautious in dealing with these complaints and 
must take pragmatic realities into consideration while dealing with matrimonial cases. The 
allegations of the complaint are required to be scrutinised with great care and 
circumspection."  

— Krishna Murari, J. in Kahkashan Kausar v. State of Bihar, (2022) 6 SCC 599, para 14 
 

Akella Lalitha v. Konda Hanumantha 
Rao: 2022 SCC OnLine SC 928 - Mother, 
being the only natural guardian after 
biological father‟s death, can decide 
child‟s surname; can even give the 
child in adoption-HELD- that the mother, 
who is the only natural/legal guardian of 
the child after the death of the biological 
father can decide the surname of the child. 
She can even give him the surname of her 
second husband whom she remarries after 
the death of her first husband and can she 
give the child for adoption to her husband. 
The Court was deciding the dispute 
between the mother and the parents of the 
deceased father of the child 
(grandparents) over the surname given to 
the child. 

The Court also explained the importance 
of a surname and observed that a 
surname refers to the name a person 
shares with other members of that 
person‟s family, distinguished from that 
person‟s given name or names; a family 
name. Surname is not only indicative of 
lineage and should not be understood just 
in context of history, culture and lineage 
but more importantly the role it plays is 
with regard to the social reality along with 
a sense of being for children in their 
particular  environment. Homogeneity of 
surname emerges as a mode to create, 
sustain and display „family‟. 

Hence, direction of the High Court to 
include the name of the Appellant‟s 
husband as step-father in documents is 
almost cruel and mindless of how it 

would impact the mental health and 
self-esteem of the child. 
“A name is important as a child derives 
his identity from it and a difference in 
name from his family would act as a 
constant reminder of the factum of 
adoption and expose the child to 
unnecessary questions hindering a 
smooth, natural relationship between 
him and his parents. We, therefore, see 
nothing unusual in Appellant mother, 
upon remarriage having given the child 
the surname of her husband or even 
giving the child in adoption to her 
husband.” 

It is also worth notice that the mother‟s 
second husband had formally adopted the 
child by way of Registered adoption deed. 
This was done despite the fact that an 
adoption deed is not necessary to effect 
adoption and the same can be done even 
through established customs. 

As per Section 12 of the Hindu Adoption & 
Maintenance Act, 1956, an adopted child 
is deemed to be the child of his or her 
adoptive father or mother for all purposes 
with effect from the date of the adoption 
and from such date all the ties of the child 
in the family of his or her birth are deemed 
to be severed and replaced by those 
created by the adoption in the adoptive 
family. Therefore, when a child takes on 
to be a kosher member of the adoptive 
family it is only logical that he takes the 
surname of the adoptive family and it is 
thus befuddling to see judicial 
intervention in such a matter. 
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The Court also made clear that it is not 
apathetic to the predicament of the 
grandparents, but it cannot lose sight of 
the fact that absolutely no relief was ever 
sought by them for the change of surname 
of the child to that of first husband/their 
son.In the light of the settled law that relief 
not found on pleadings should not be 
granted, while directing for change of 
surname of the child, the High Court 
traversed beyond pleadings and such 
directions are liable to be set aside on 
this ground.The Court, hence, concluded 
that the mother being the only natural 
guardian of the child has the right to 
decide the surname of the child. She also 
has the right to give the child in adoption. 
 

Rajeswari Chandrasekhar Ganesh v. 
State of Tamil Nadu: 2022 SCC OnLine 
SC 885 -„Respect each other. Your 
children are watching you very closely‟; 
Supreme Court advices parents in 
custody battle -HELD- in a matter relating 
to custody of two minor children, has 
advised the parents to respect each other 
and resolve the conflict respectfully, to 
give the children „a good foundation for the 
conflict that may, God forbid, arise in their 
own lives.‟ 

Stating that the two minor children, aged 
13 and 9, in the case at hand are watching 
their parents very closely, the Court 
observed, 
“The parties should try to do their best to 
remain relaxed and focused. It is critical to 
maintain boundaries between the adult 
problems and children. It is of utmost 
interest to protect the innocence of 
children and allow them to remain 
children. They must not be burdened by 
any adult problem. Minor children do not 
have the coping skills or the intellectual 
ability to understand any issues like the 
financial constraints, adult relationship 
issues or their parents unhappiness.” 
The Court also explained the Doctrine of 
Parental Alienation Syndrome, i.e. the 
efforts made by one parent to get the child 
to give up his/her own positive perceptions 
of the other parent and get him/her to 

agree with their own viewpoint. It has two 
psychological destructive effects: (1) It 
puts the child in the middle of a loyalty 
contest, which cannot possibly won by any 
parent; (2) It makes the child to assess the 
reality, thereby requiring to blame either 
parent who is supposedly deprived of 
positive traits. The Court, hence, observed 
that the intent of the court should be to 
circumvent such ill effects. 
 
Directions 
 

1. Father to travel to the USA 

immediately along with the children, 

preferably within two weeks. 

2. Once the two minor children reach 

the USA, it will be open for the 

mother to take care of her children. 

3. The father can stay back in the 

USA if he wants and if the laws of 

the country permit him to do so. But 

if he decides to come back to India, 

then the mother shall make both the 

minor children speak to their father 

on-line at least once every week. 

4. The Court also left it open for the 

parties to go back to the Court at 

Ohio and revive the shared 

parenting plan as was arrived at 

vide order dated 12th May 2021. 

 
Kattukandi Edathil Krishnan v. 
Kattukandi Edathil Valsan:2022 SCC 
OnLine SC 737- Long co-habiting 
couple‟s child cannot be disentitled 
from family property in absence of 
proof against presumption of marriage-
HELD- that if a man and a woman live 
together for long years as husband and 
wife, there would be a presumption in 
favour of wedlock and since in the present 
case, the defendants had failed to rebut 
the presumption in favour of a marriage 
between the plaintiff‟s parents on account 
of their long co-habitation, he cannot be 
held to be an illegitimate son. 
At the outset, the Court reiterated the 
settled law that if a man and a woman live 
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together for long years as husband and 
wife, there would be a presumption in 
favour of wedlock. Such a presumption 
could be drawn under Section 114 of the 
Evidence Act. Although, the presumption 
is rebuttable, a heavy burden lies on him 
who seek to deprive the relationship of 
legal origin to prove that no marriage took 
place. 

Coming to the facts of the case, the Court 
took note of the contention of the plaintiffs 
that the marriage of Damodaran and 
Chiruthakutty was performed in the year 
1940. There was clear evidence that the 
first plaintiff was born on 12.05.1942. The 
documents produced by the plaintiffs were 
in existence long before the controversy 
arose between the parties. Hence, these 
documents, coupled with the evidence of 
witnessed, showed the long duration of 
cohabitation between Damodaran and 
Chiruthakutty  as husband and wife. 

The Court held that the defendants failed 
to rebut the presumption in favour of a 
marriage between Damodaran and 
Chiruthakutty on account of their long co-
habitation. Hence, the impugned judgment 
of the High Court was set aside and the 
judgment and decree passed by the Trial 
Court was restored. 
 
Navneet Wadhwa V. Simran Wadhwa: 
Transfer Petition (Crl) Nos. 131-133 of 
2019, decided on 16-08-2022- One 
cannot seek transfer of execution 
proceeding under Section 125(3) CrPC 
to another Court once the order fixing 
maintenance attains finality -HELD- that 
once the order fixing maintenance has 
attained finality, the petitioner cannot seek 
a transfer of the execution pending under 
Section 125(3) the CrPC to another Court. 
In a collateral proceeding, the marriage 
between the parties had been dissolved by 
the Family Court and the petitioner-
husband was directed to pay the 
maintenance to the respondent-wife under 
Section 125(1) CrPC. The said order has 
attained finality. 
Later on, the respondent-wife approached 
the Family Court on the ground that the 

maintenance so fixed in the original order 
had not been. The petition for enforcement 
was taken up by the Family Court along 
with an application for modification of the 
maintenance, filed by the petitioner-
husband. 
The Family Court passed an order on 18-
01-2019 directing the petitioner-husband 
to pay the entire arrears of maintenance 
within one month as a condition precedent 
for deciding the application for 
modification. Though the petitioner did not 
challenge the said order dated 18-01-
2019, he has come up with the instant 
petition for transfer of the proceedings on 
the ground that he is suffering from bone 
cancer and that he is not in a position to 
undertake travel from Delhi to Nagpur, 
Maharashtra. The Petitioner also 
contended that he is wheelchair-bound 
and the Family Court in Nagpur is not 
disabled-friendly. The averments made by 
the petitioner were disputed by the 
respondent-wife. In contrast, she claimed 
to be suffering from a serious kidney 
disorder forcing her to undergo dialysis. 

Considering the contentions of the parties, 
the Court said,“The question as to 
whether the petitioner or the first 
respondent, who is more disabled has 
itself become a serious matter of 
challenge. It is not possible for this 
Court while dealing with a transfer 
Petition, to undertake a roving inquiry 
to find out who is more disabled.” 

Noticing that the conditional order dated 
18-01-2019 for taking up the application 
for modification has also not been 
complied with and a period of more than 
three years has passed, the Court opined 
that even if the transfer is ordered, as 
prayed for, the order dated 18-01-2019 
will stare at the face of the petitioner. 

 
 

Mahima Tuli 
Research Fellow 
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NOTIFICATION 

Central Motor Vehicles (Twelfth Amendment) Rules, 2022: The Central Government has 
notified Central Motor Vehicles (Twelfth Amendment) Rules, 2022 to amend the Central 
Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989. 

Key points: 
 Vehicles manufactured on and after the 1st day of April 2016 shall comply with Bharat 

Stage-IV emission norms for two and three wheeler. 

 For the purpose of granting type approval to the vehicle fitted with a CNG (natural gas) 

kit, performance tests shall be carried out. 

 Vehicles shall meet all the safety requirements as per AIS 024, AIS-028 Revision 1 as 

applicable. 

 Type approvals for vehicles retrofitted with CNG kits shall be valid for three years from 

the date of issue of such approval and shall be renewed for every three years at a time. 

 Type approval for vehicles retrofitted or modified for CNG operation shall be given for 

vehicles of specific make and such kit shall be considered fit for retrofitment in any 

vehicle within a specified range of engine capacity of cc within a range of ± 7% tolerance 

for vehicles up to 1500 cc & ± 5% above 1500 cc. 

 Real world driving cycle emission measurement using Portable Emissions Measurement 

Systems (PEMS) shall be carried out for data collection for three years from the date of 

notification for the computation of Conformity factor (CF). 

 Engine power shall be measured on engine dynamometer as per procedures prescribed 

in AIS 137 as amended from time to time. Measured power with CNG shall be within a 

range of -15% ≤ Power on CNG ≤ +5% w.r.t the power measured on gasoline and the 

power test can be performed, on request of the manufacturer, on the complete vehicle 

on a chassis dynamometer. The engine power shall be calculated as the sum of the 

power measured at wheels and the transmission losses of the vehicle.1 

 

                                                           
1
 https://egazette.nic.in/WriteReadData/2022/238086.pdf 
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EVENTS OF THE MONTH 

 Under the aegis of E-Committee of Hon‟ble Supreme Court of India, Chandigarh 

Judicial Academy organized one day online Programme on 23.07.2022 on the 

topic “Refresher Programme for Court Staff and N-Step Training and other at 

District Headquarters” across Punjab, Haryana and UT Chandigarh for 

Administrative Heads, Nazarat and Process Servers. It was a full day programme 

with offline mode of training. 2151 court staff attended the training. The training 

was conducted by Staff Master trainers in the district as well as System Officers. 

 Under the aegis of E-Committee of Hon‟ble Supreme Court of India, Chandigarh 

Judicial Academy organized one day online Programme on 05.08.2022 for 

Technical staff, District System Administrator, System Officers and officials at 

Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh District Courts on the topic “District Hardware 

and Software Data Replication, Data Monitoring, VC Equipments, LAN 

Connection” 247 persons attended the training. The training was conducted by 

way of online mode from 2PM to 5:30PM. NIC Team of E-Committee of Hon‟ble 

Punjab & Haryana High Court served as Resource Persons. 

 Chandigarh Judicial Academy organized one day workshop on Sensitization of 

Various Provisions of NDPS Act, 1985 for Additional Sessions Judges from the 

states of Punjab, Haryana and UT Chandigarh on August 27, 2022. Dr.Balram K 

Gupta, Director (Academics), CJA, gave the introductory remarks. This 

programme was divided into four sessions which were taken by: Justice 

Paramjeet Singh Dhaliwal (Retd.), Punjab & Haryana High Court, Dr.K.P.Singh, 

former DGP, Haryana and Sh. Pradeep Mehta, Faculty Member CJA. Session 1 

was devoted to Conscious Possession & Presumption of Mens-Rea-Legal 

Scenario under NDPS Act. Session 2 was dedicated to Seizure, Sampling, 

Disposal & Confiscation of Case Property under NDPS Act, Session 3 was dealt 

with Determination of Small & Commercial Quantity & Provisions of Bail under 

NDPS Act and Session 4 covered the Personal Search under Section 50 of 

NDPS Act & Effect of Non Compliance.     
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Pictorial Glimpses of Workshop on NDPS Act, 1985 held on 27.08.2022 

  

  

  

 


